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Custom Tank
The 1460 uses a 1600 U.S. gallon 

custom tank. The custom shaped tank 

features an 8" deep box sump to aid in 

thorough clean out and reduce pump 

cavitation. The 3" quick fill helps you get 

back into the field by loading the tank 

faster. 

Crop Clearance
The 1460 liquid applicator by Farm King 

allows for additional application flexibly 

by providing excellent crop clearance. 

Timely applications help improve yields 

and give the operator more control over 

their crops.

Frame and Toolbar
The Farm King 1460 uses a double 

4" x 6" mainframe with twin cylinder 

toolbar lift. The ground contour following 

toolbar is equipped with hydraulic down 

pressure assist and wing gauge wheels 

to assure constant and consistent 

coulter penetration. The 1460 is available 

with toolbar widths up to 42.5' and 

provides ample crop clearance.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

› Side dress applications of liquid  
 fertilizer

› 1600 U.S. gallons, toolbars  
 up to 42.5 ft

FEATURES

› Custom tank design

› Robust double frame toolbar design

OPTIONS

› Ace hydraulic driven centrifugal  
 pump with Raven 450 controller

› CDS John Blue twin piston and  
 single piston (Model 1410 only)  
 ground drive pump

› Yetter 20" coulter with knives or  
 injectors

AVAILABLE COLORS
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Tank size 1600 gallon, stainless steel baffle, 8" deep box sump

Coulters - Yetter 2996, parallel linkage, 20" coulter w/knife
- Yetter 2995 Gen. III, single linkage, 20" coulter w/injector
- Hydraulic depth control assist

Tool bar (coulters)  - Available in 12/30"(11), 12/36"(11), 12/38"(11), 12/40"(11), 16/22"(15), 16/30"(15), 16/30"(17), 24/22"(23) widths
 - Twin cylinder height adjust
 - Double 4 x 6 frame with 6° down-flex
 - Adjustable gauge wheels

Tire size 380/90 R46

Wheel spacing 120" - 160" adjustable axle

Pumps - John Blue ground driven, twin piston pump 
- Ace hydraulic centrifugal pump kit w/Raven 450 controller

Ground clearance1 17'

Transport width1 14' 10"

Transport height1 14'

Transport length1 23.4"

Empty tongue weight 2,760 lb

Fresh water safety tank 9 gallon

Quick fill 3"

Available colors Red / Cream, Green / Yellow

       1 Approximate measurement

SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL >> 1460

The 1460 applicator from Farm King helps extend your application 

window by providing excellent crop clearance. A 1600 U.S. gallon 

custom tank and 8" deep sump provides thorough clean out. The 

double 4" x 6" mainframe toolbar is available in widths up to 42.5'.
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[1] Toolbar [2] Pumps [3] Coulters [4] Custom solution tank [5] Tires and Axles

[2] [3] [4] [5]



FERTILIZER APPLICATOR
Models 1410
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Crop Clearance
The Farm King 1410 Fertilizer Applicator 

provides application flexibility with 

an excellent crop clearance. High 

crop clearance allows operators to 

apply timely and effective side dress 

applications to get the most from their 

yields.

Frame and Toolbar
The 1410 utilizes a robust 4 x 4 

double mainframe with twin cylinder 

lift to increase reliability. Toolbars 

are available up to 27' and provide 

ample crop clearance. The 1410 offers 

superior ground speeds and improved 

penetration.

Custom Solution Tank
The 1000 U.S. gallon custom shaped 

tank on the 1410 allows for thorough 

cleanout a 4" deep box sump help 

reduce pump cavitation. Faster loading 

is achieved using the 3" tank quick fill.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

› Side dress applications of liquid  
 fertilizer

› 1000 U.S. gallons, toolbars  
 up to 28 ft

FEATURES

› Custom tank design

› Robust double frame toolbar design

OPTIONS

› Ace hydraulic driven centrifugal  
 pump with Raven 450 controller

› CDS John Blue twin piston and  
 single piston (Model 1410 only)  
 ground drive pump

› Yetter 20" coulter with knives or  
 injectors

AVAILABLE COLORS
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Tank size 1000 gallon, 4" deep box sump

Coulters - Yetter 2996, parallel linkage, 20" coulter w/knife
- Yetter 2995 Gen. III, single linkage, 20" coulter w/injector

Tool bar (coulters)  - Available in 6/30"(5), 6/38"(5), 8/30"(7), 8/38"(7), 10/38(11)", 12/30"(11), 16/22"(15) widths
 - Twin cylinder height adjust
 - Double 4 x 4 frame

Tire size 16.5-16.1 SL or 320/85R38

Wheel spacing 62" - 80" adjustable axle; 88", 120" fixed width axles (option)

Pumps - John Blue ground driven, single piston pump 
- John Blue ground driven, twin piston pump 
- Ace hydraulic centrifugal pump kit w/Raven 450 controller

Ground clearance1 17"

Transport width1 14' 10"

Transport height1 11' 5"

Transport length1 16' 9"

Empty tongue weight 1,380 lb

Fresh water safety tank 9 gallon

Quick fill 3"

Available colors Red / Cream, Green / Yellow

       1 Approximate measurement

SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL >> 1410

The 1410 from Farm King is a market leading 1000 U.S. gallon liquid 

applicator. The ideal size and product features make the 1410 an 

excellent addition to any farm. Available with John Blue ground driven 

pump or Ace hydraulic centrifugal pump the 1410 can be customized 

to suit the needs of most operations.
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[1] Wing lock [2] Flow controls [3] Coulters [4] Flow monitors [5] 3" Quick fill

[2] [3] [4] [5]



PRODUCT OVERVIEW

› 4-wheel-steer liquid supply trailer

› 1600 U.S. gallons

› 120"/ 120"-140" axles

FEATURES

› Custom tank/saddle

› Easy to change steering linkage

› 320/85R38 or 18.4 x 26-10

OPTIONS

› Operator platform and service  
 ladder

› Ace hydraulic centrifugal pump kit

› Raven SCS450 controller with  
 three section ball valves

AVAILABLE COLORS
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LIQUID SUPPLY TRAILER
Model 1700

Steering
The Farm King 1700 Supply Trailer easily 

converts from two-wheel steering to 

four-wheel steering. An operator side 

cam lever lock allows for quick 2-4 wheel 

steer adjustments. Four wheel steer 

provides a tight turning radius for in field 

applications. Moving between fields and 

backing up is made easier using two 

wheel steer.

Custom Tank
The nonreactive 1600 U.S. gallon 

custom tank is easy to clean and is 

supported by a specially designed trailer 

frame to maximize maneuverability for 

supplying planters, strip-till systems, 

cultivators or spraying equipment.
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The Farm King 1700 Supply Trailer is designed to supply liquid product 

to mounted and pull type implements. A high capacity 1600 U.S. 

gallon tank holds ample product for almost any task. A telescoping 

front hitch makes the 1700 simple to hook up behind implements. 

The 1700 converts easily from two-wheel steering to four-wheel 

steering. An excellent crop clearance helps make the 1700 more 

flexible for your operation.

Tank size 1600 gallon

Tire size 18.4 x 26-10 or 320/85R38

Axles 120" fixed width axle (10 bolt hubs) 
120" - 144" adjustable width axle (10 bolt hubs)

Turning radius 12' 6" in four wheel steer mode 
22' in two wheel steer mode

Empty weight1 4,217 lb

Wheelbase 120"

Available colors Red / Cream, Green / Yellow

Ladder & service platform Optional

Hydraulic driven centrifugal pump kit Optional

Raven SCS450 spray controller, flow meter, and 
control valve; Banjo 3-section electric manifold 
valves and in-line strainer.

Optional

          1 Approximate weight

SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL >> 1700

[2]
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[1] Custom tank w/ 8 inch deep sump [2] Full pan tank saddle [3] 10 bolt hubs 
[4] Plumbing 

[3] [4]


